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BEING THE BEST DOG OWNER YOU CAN BE 



FAMILY PETS 
Having a dog is a big responsibility. Every owner of a dog is responsible to pay 
love and attention to the dog. You must also play with it, feed it and care for it 
when it is injured or sick. There are also several benefits of having a dog. It is 
always fun to play with them in the park and at home. It also might get your 
children off of their electronics for once! Having a dog also means that before 
you get them, you need to make sure that they are the right dog for you. They 
also have to fit with your lifestyle. The last thing you need to do is train your 
dog so they are not wild and crazy. Once you have done all of these things, you 
must have a lot love and care for your dog. This is supposed to be one of the 
benefits of having a dog. Having a dog can be a huge responsibility but has 
many if not multiple benefits.   

 Don’t just think that it is the grown ups doing the work, it also has to be 
your children. This may include walking the dog and cleaning up wee - wee 
pads for them if your dog is not yet housebroke. Kids have to do the easy work 
for you, but other things they cannot do are giving the dog medicine, feeding it 
and taking it to the vet especially. Once these steps are done, you may enjoy 
your life with your dog.  



YOUR PET! 

Having a dog is a very big responsibility. 



WHAT HAPPENED HERE MISSY! 

When this happens, it is your responsibility to clean it up. 



HOW DID THIS HAPPEN? 

When something like this happens, it is 
your responsibility to take them to the vet. 



CRAZY NUT  TO CALM PUPPY 

When your dog goes crazy, it is your responsibility to calm them down. 



PLAY TIME! 

Now it is time to play. It might  get your kids off of their electronics 
for once! 



I HAVE A HAPPY LIFE! 

Once you do these steps every day, your dog will live a happy and healthy life. 


